
 

Niruis (Nirus) 

Welcome back the planet is so very different, that program you are in is so ever strong.  

You see the time as short, as you say if you are lucky a hundred summers, or sunsets, that’s why we 

need the awakening to happen so quickly. It is not that we want to control we want to assist in the 

removal of the few who have everyone brainwashed, manipulation is the new poison, time again on 

your planet it moves so quickly. 

 So, what of the trojan horse in the Iliad? That is us now, we come to you in a way that is undetected by 

others that do not understand that is our clue and the space of neutrality and stealth.  

My dear, the time will come you will arise and awaken the others, it is hard to say in their lifetime for 

that I cannot be certain. Are you having fun, oh yes this is quite different. 

You are doing well are you curious about the Iliad connection 

Yes, we have been interacting since eternity.  

Years ago, decades we were able to come to you, the planet and actually connect in physical form, we 

cannot do that now other than a hologram due to the war mentality. They would in an instant try to 

harm us and that is not what we are about. We are about pure love and growth for your planet your 

people. There is no mistake that next war would be a war of the worlds but from the universe, it is Gaia 

that would not want to be destroyed, as well as her inhabitants  

My dear we give you connections so that you understand that it all been occurring forever on your 

planet on the earth three-dimensional matrix  

 

You ARE DOING WELL TO HOLD THE VIBRATIONS YOUR RESONAUNACE FREQUENCY, YES BUT I KEEP 

COUNTING THE DAYS, THIS WILL SHIFT.  

That is okay you can visit a moment in time  

I guess I am excited about learning.  

Niruis, yes 

Can you tell me a bit about where I am in the solar system, where I came from what stars, planet  

Rhairus did you feel your left temporal lobe, activate, yes 

That is the location, we live there together, are we connected as companions’ equal to one another, 

come see 

The terrain appears very similar to the desert here very flat, less trees, frequency receiving is five six 

seven / three two three / four two three / three one three / six one three / three three three /one three  

I can feel that activation, yes that is a remembrance, hold that right now, okay 



I am in a location buried under the ground with very long windows, the space is made of out of the sand 

as if, it is the same coloration as outside, all the windows show only the sky.  

Nirus we are settlers here on this planet is Rhius a star or a planet? It is a planet in a star system, is this 

within the milky way, no far beyond  

I am happy to reconnect with you, I know you are working diligently, it is appreciated. So is this another 

time line, yes 

Many years ago, you had a vision remember of the huts or domes, yes. That was where we were first, 

we thrive in this environment we had to relocate. That was a different form of us, remember we take on 

many forms simultaneously, like clothing we wear, we can transform very quickly. Thank you for this 

opportunity. Of course, my dear, my you assist the planet and her ascension in God speed.  

At the end I keep seeing a silhouette of a pyramid, long expanse of earth to the right. Again the desert.   


